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A Special Edition Bulletin Presenting Exciting New Products!

A special message from Peter T. Pontsa, RDT

Peter T. Pontsa, RDT
has over 40 years of
experience in the dental
profession. In 1991 he
established Dent-Line
of Canada Inc. and
is currently president
of this dental supply
company. He is a leader
in superior professional
techniques in fixed and
removable restorations
and he shares this
knowledge through
articles and seminars
which he regularly
provides. Peter is a past
president of the College
of Dental Technologists
of Ontario. He is also
pleased to be involved
as co-publisher of
Spectrum Denturism.

We have been pleased to publish the DentLiner four times per year since 1996. Our goal
has been to keep our valued customers up
to date on innovative new products that will
save time and money for the dental health
professional. Recently our esteemed suppliers
of high quality German products introduced
some exciting and dynamic new products
that just simply can’t wait for publishing in our

regular Summer issue of the Dent-Liner! As a
result, we have decided to produce a SPECIAL
EDITION Dent-Liner to keep you up to date on
the latest Dent-Line of Canada has to offer.
Sincerely,

Introducing Renfert’s New SYMPRO!

Peter T. Pontsa, RDT

Dent-Line of Canada is pleased to announce
that the SYMPRO is now available in Canada.
The Sympro is a compact, high performing
device used to clean prosthetic dentures,
orthodontic appliances and splints. The unit
works on a unique magnetic pin agitation
function used in conjunction with the Special
SYPROfluid Universal Liquid; it is fully
automatic, very efficient and quiet. It comes
with the standard three year warranty which
attests to Renfert’s high quality tradition.
Conventional cleaning methods are time
consuming and costly but with the Sympro the
fully automatic feature does not take up any of
your valuable time. After approximately 15
continued on page 2
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Bredent recently introduced an exciting new
series of ceramic and staining trays that have
been designed to be both practical, but also
stylish. The trays come in exciting incisor, molar
and implant shapes that will add a personal
touch to your working area. The GlossOne
and WetOne series are shaped like incisors.
The GlossOne is a not a self-hydrating tray
but has a special airtight seal which preserves
the consistency of the porcelain. Choose
between the GlossOne3 which has 3 mixing
wells, or the GlossOne 14 which comes with
a total of 14 mixing wells. The WetOne is a
self-hydrating tray which conveniently keeps
the porcelain moist via a capillary action. The
GlossOne is also available in the WetOne3
or the WetOne14 design. The BlackMolar is
designed attractively in the shape of a molar

with overglazed nerve canals and is used to
mix light-curing materials; the lid protects the
materials from UV light. The ColorImplant is
a white glazed stain mixing tray designed in
the shape of an implant. These new porcelain
trays are ideal for use with Bredent’s new
MagicContrast Brushes. To learn more see
page two and find out how to get a free brush!
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Introducing Renfert’s New SYMPRO!

minutes the Sympro will have removed difficult
deposits such as plaque and tartar, and stains
such as coffee, tea and red wine. The technology
is based on the use of the SYMPROfluid and the
magnetic pins. Renfert discovered that optimal
cleaning results are achieved at an angle of 35°
to the base of the unit. At this angle, the pins are
at their most efficient in the liquid solution. The
unit works on a sequential reverse rotation so
that the dentures are moved to different positions
within the chamber in order to increase cleaning
efficiency, in even the most difficult to reach
areas. The three rotational speeds guarantee a
material compatible, efficient and gentle cleaning
procedure suitable for all types of objects. After
the liquid solution, the pins, are the second most
important aspect to the cleaning process. The
optimal “pin cleaning” is obtained through the use
of a rotating magnetic field which oscillates the
pin against any tartar, plaque or other deposits
on the prosthesis. The rotating pins warm the
cleaning bath up to approximately 45° C / 113°
F which intensifies the effect of the chemical
reaction. The pins are made from an acid resistant
alloy and their shape although not noticeable to
the naked eye are designed to be highly effective
and durable. The Renfert pins are cut exactly at
a right angle which makes them highly efficient
and at the same time gentle to the object’s
surface. Conventional pins are cut in a bevelled
fashion, are uneven, have less impact energy
plus the sharp edges can damage the surface of
the object to be cleaned. Renfert provides two
powerful liquids. The SYMPROfluid Universal is
used in conjunction with the SYMPRO to remove
classic deposits, such as plaque, tartar, stains and
denture adhesive. The SYMPROfluid Nicoclean
is used whenever post-treatment is necessary
without the use of the device.

cont’d...

The Renfert SYMPRO in
action.

The pins & SYMPROfluid
shown above.

Renfert Pins are cut
precisely at a right angle.

Other pins are cut
unevenly and are sharp.

Renfert has made available a comprehensive
patient information brochure entitled “Well being
through Oral Hygiene” which can be downloaded
at www.renfert.com.
Dent-Line of Canada Inc is offering the
SYMPRO at the exciting introductory price
of only $1,059.95 CDN plus receive FREE 2
bottles of SYMPROfluid Universal. Call today
at 1-800-250-5111 to reserve your unit!

Featured Product; Bredent’s New Magic Contrast Brushes

Recently, we have seen excellent innovations
in brush hair design for ceramics. None is more
exciting than Bredent’s new MagicContrast
ceramic brushes. The MagicContrast is extremely
elastic and springs back to a sharp tip immediately
after picking up the ceramic material. The bristles
ensure the correct water conservation and
retention for porcelain work via their good retention
properties. These brushes are unique because
they are hand made in Germany. They consist
of top quality black artificial hair that exhibits a
higher flexibility and stability over conventional
types. The special bundling of hair creates a bell
shaped design at the base and a taper at the
tip. The shape contributes to improved storage
of liquid and allows the tip to take up small
quantities as required for layering of ceramics.
The new hair enables the user to obtain a spatula
shape by pressing the hair together enabling a
larger quantity to be picked up. This contrast

also helps reduce eye fatigue for the technician
since it is easier to see the porcelain material.
MagicContrast brushes are available in sizes 1,
2, 4, 6 and 8. They are also available in the “Big
Brush” size and the “00” opaquer brush. A set
consisting of sizes 4, 6 and 8 is an ideal way to
try out this exciting new brush system.

Bredent’s MagicContrast Brushes

On page one, we wrote about the new
Ceramico Series of Bredent Mixing Trays.
Exclusive to our Dent-Liner Readers we are
offering a FREE #6 MagicContrast ceramic
brush with the purchase of your choice of one
of the Ceramico Trays! Call 1-800-250-5111 for
price details.

